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0 t hers may confine
themselves to debate,
discussion, and free
advise ...

Vol. IX - Number 11

Our responsibility is.
' one of decision, for to
govern is to choose.
JFK

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

December 5, 1968

CORE Leader Speaks State And Local Official
.On 8/ac/c Education Plan New Parking Program
Harry Clark, a sophomore
Student Council representative
and Public Relations Manager for
SCA TE, represented.;~·ewark_Sta!e
at a conference,?n ~ducat10n m
the Ghetto.
This one-day
conference of educators and
college students was held at
Carnegie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh on November 23.
Varied topics on the program
ranged from prejudice in college
acceptances to the failure _of the
present educational system.
Dr. Kibbee, one of the
organizers of the program at
Carnegie Mellon , explained his
school's attempt to combat
prejudice in selecting college
students. The school forms a
board of impartial Negro
educators, who are not from the
college to interview these
students '.
Mr. Roy Innis, National
Director of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) gave his opinion
of the basic problems in urban
education. He noted the need for
organization of black and white
and the great need for equal
lilio!~:- black and white .
Mr. Innis ' stressed that "we are
two distinct peoples" with
different values and each must be
given the chance to work in fields
of his own interests. He declared
that both past and present
solutions to the race problem
must be discarded , since both
have failed. "Instead," Mr. Innis
stated, "blacks must solve their
own problems ."

Dr. Lewis Kishkunas, a
member of the Pittsburgh Board
of Education, gave his comment
on school in.. general. He stated,
"If students don't fit the class
environment, then the social
system chops it down to size." He
feels that the high rate of drop
outs has been caused by the
faculty educational system in the
country .
The conference was sponsored
by the Alumni Association at
Carnegie Mellon University .

By DAVE WALSH

At a recent conference
attended by state and local
officials and representatives from
Newark State College, plans were
discussed to develop an improved
system of campus traffic control.
The meeting included members
from local and state police, State
Department of Transportation,
and Union Township Chamber of
Commerce . Representing Newark
State were President Eugene
Wii kins , Student Organization

Student Organization's Biafra
Fund Drive proved to be a
tremendous success. The three
day drive collected almost $ 1800,
just $200 short of their 1 $2000
goal.
Fifty dollars was donated by
the administration for the initial
purchasing of 1000 slogan pins
which were distributed in return
for donated money. Within the
first day an immediate need was
seen for another 1000 pins and
they too were completely sold.
A total of $851.93 was
collected from the sale of pins
during the three day period. $100
was donated by the Student
Co-op, $600 from tpe Board of
Trustees , and $230 from Student
Organization.
Tables were set up during the
three day drive in Willis and
Townsend Halls and the College
Center. The money will be sent to
UNICEF and used to feed and
clothe the thousands of starving
Biafrans in Nigeria.
Committee members · who
organized the fund drive are Paul
Matos, chairman, Harry Clark, and
Jerry Vernotica.

•

Pres. Wilkins

Within two years new
construction will accomodate 500
more students. Dr. Wilkins
foresees eventual dormitory
enrollment near 2000.
(Continued on Page 2)

"Proven Performance" Basis
For Teacher Licen se s

-.----=-·

Stu. 0rg. Nets
$1800 For
Biafra

President Bill Price and John
Wesper Director of institutional
Plannm'g.
Proposed changes will incude
an improved entrance on Morris
Ave. and Green Lane , a jughandle
at the College Theatre, and a new
parking lot with an exit leading to
North Ave.
Traffic congestion on campus
will hopefully be eliminated by
this new system of regulations and
facilities. The program calls for
assigned parking lots, diagonal
parking, and a controlled system
of traffic flow.
The new parking lot is
expected to be the last one built
for Newark State. With the
enrollment predicted to reach
7,000 by 1970, President Wilkins
feels that additional dormitory
facilities will be the eventual
answer to increasing student
population.

Harry Clark

TRENTON
Candidates se-ekinf!. license~ to teach should be made to
dcmon:-:trate "proven performance" before recejyin& a cectiflcate, the
New -:rrney Education Assn. •s monthly journal said today in an
editorial endorsing a scheduled Task Force study of teacher
certification in the state.
"The Task Force should leave no stone unturned ," says the NJEA
REVIEW, "even if this means
up-ending some cherished
practices of the past."
NJEA announced last month
that it would name the Task
Force , to make recommendations
for giving New Jersey the best
teacher-<:ertification regulations in
the nation. Its members -- still to
be appointed - will include
ma th ematicians, scientists, or
other academic scholars as well as
representatives from outstanding
Bill Price, President of Student Organization, American universities and such
and Robert Reid , Program Coordinato[ of SCATE, agencies as the National
attended the NSA conference on Institutional Commission for the Accreditation
Racism at Notre Dame over the Thanksgiving of Teacher Education. The Task
weekend . Both delegates expressed their interest in Force will hold hearings , take
going after last ~ummer's NSA Congress labeled testimony , and issue an initial
institutional racism as the most important problem report next spring.
the schools should be dealing with.
The NJEA REVIEW calls for
an end to "the course-<:oun ting
The conference proved to be a non-structural mystique" now used to certify
workshop concentrating on the issues of curriculum, teachers in New Jersey. Most
university policies off campus, discrimination and proposals for reforming teacher
their relevance to black students on campus.
preparation and certification
perpetuate this by proposing such
Bill Price felt that he obtained "useful "guises" as "fewer courses" or
information concerning racism at other colleges" "different· courses," the editorial
and has planned a program to evaluate Newark notes .
State's role in institutional racism.
Instead ,.;; .)ays the NJEA
REVIEW, every candidate for a
Mr. Price added that he would work in the near
teaching license should first prove
future on a plan to determine the relevance of the
he is "someone whom the State
curricula now being offered in teacher education
will testify can be effective with
regarding the surrounding ghetto in Elizabeth,
most children in whatever kind of
Newark , Plainfield, and Paterson.
class situation he may find
Mr. Price and Mr. Reid conversed with various himself."
College education courses
other delegates at the conference on their "high
risk" programs and came to the conclusion that the should be "relevant to today's
"campus atmosphere still is not conducive to society," says the NJEA
blacks" and "the cultural biases in institutions of REVIEW . Teacher education
should place more emphasis on
higher education make blacks feel alienated."
"the sociological and human

Institutional Racism Conference
Price, Reid Represent N.S. C.
The Conference
WASHINGTON (CPS) - More than 200
students from colleges and universities around the
country gave up their Thanksgiving weekends to
meet and study what they called "Institutional
racism" - the inherently racist nature of white
institutions, including universities.
The place - the University of Notre Dame in
Indiana, where the National Student Association
sponsored a conference it hoped would shed some
light on institutional racism and launch more
widespread study of the problem.
At the NSA Congress in August , student
delegates labeled institutional racism the most
important problem they thought their schools
should be dealing with; and they said they wanted
programs to concentrate on that issue.
The Thanksgiving conference waS" designed
mainly as a beginning - a study to determine the
scope and complexity of the problem. It was to be
built around research projects done by the students
beforehand, in which they examined their own
campuses for indications of the source of the
problem.
Each school represented at the conference
submitted a full written report detailing areas in
which the school is most blatantly discriminatory
or, more important, in which it has not actively
sought to make amends for its inherent biases. The
students worked from a research guide giving them
areas to explore and questions to ask about their
school.
(Continued on Page 2)

Price, Reid

(Continued on Page 2)

(Co~tinued on Page 2)
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Parking Basis For Teacher Licenses

Institutional ·Racism
(Continued from Page 1)

-;- The cultural bias of campus
Five major areas of university
life an d organization were life: is the cultural bias of the
campus so white that black
suggested for examination:
students
must necessarily feel
- Curriculum: are courses in
alienated?
.
black history and culture, ghetto
The last question is the one
psychology and African language
offered; are there courses dealing thJt cannot be documented with
with white racism and prejudices; statistics, but the one NSA
do law school courses include considers most important in a
some on the legal problems of discussion of the unconscious
discrimination, exploitation and ways whites show their racism in
the welfare systems ; do schools of their institutions. The cultural
education attempt ·to deal with bias of the campus and other such
1s the
issues like decentralization and agencies, they say,
atmospheric,
life-giving
gas
of the
community control of schools?
white
problem."
University policies off
And the prnblem, is NSA's
campus : does the university profit
from exploitative landholding view, IS a white one, a problem to
policies; are hiring practices
and be studied and solved by whites.
1
wages discriminatory; does the In its mailing to conference
school support the "racist" draft delegates was a special note to
- system, does it offer draft (and about) black students, saying
that while bhck insights will be
counseling on campus?
- Discrimination: In hiring of helpful, the conference considers
professors and their promotion, in the racism question one that will
admissions and recruitment, in have to be confined to whites
scholarships, in athletics, in " because it is a white problem."
The concl usion marks the drift
fraternities and sororities in
housing policies , medical facilities, of the conference. It has taken
work-study hiring, placement, in two years for activist students to
rlr.aling with non-academic digest and accept Stokely
Carmichael's interpretation of
personnel?
- University power structure: America's race problem an d what
this entails investigating 1 the white sympathizers can do about
business interests of trustees and it, but accept it they have.
administrators and w,hether they
engage in racist or anti-union
p r actices; inve stigating the
(Continued from Page 3)
activities., of banks at which
university money is kept; all of the Veterans Association of
examining the attitudes of Newark State, feel that veterans
churches with which schools are " do not have a thing coming to
affiliate d ; seeing whether black them, that is, if they are not
representation in the university aware of those righ ts and benefits
power structure is token or to wh ich they are entitled by
la w."
influential.

Student Vets

(Continued from Page 1)

Pres. Wilkins also said this
meeting greatly improve d
relations betweei:i Newark State
and the surrounding community.
Student representative Bill
Price thought the conference was

I

a success and praised John Wesper
for "doing a good job for the
students."
Mr. Wesper noted that money
has not yet been appropriated and
that this entire system is still only
a suggestion. He stated that Bond
Issue money must be allocate d for
this purpose if any progress is to
be made.
He feels that "everything could
be in effect by September if we
get the money soon. But first
money has to be appropriated
from the Bonds Fund."
Mr. Wesper is not optimistic
abo ut getting the .needed fun ds
and states that "there is a
tendency not to appropria te
money to colleges for anything
but academic structure. This is
not right. "
"If we can' t service a student

ttJ

~

Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Offer expires April 1, 1969. If your favorite store is temporarily out of Hai Karate, keep asking •.

(Continued from Page 1)

When asked if N.S.C.
epitomized the "institutional
racism" concept, Mr. Price replied
that "There are a lot of
meaningful people at N.S.C. The
Faculty Senate and council
members have attempted to
correct many problems dealing
with this issue. Whether or not we
are taking the right direction is
still not to be clearly seen. There
has been no formal attempt to
meet with the C.B.A. to discuss
problems facing lacks on campus,
but hopefully, in the future , a
picture will be made."
Bob Reid felt that, overall , the
conference was disorganized,
largely because of the haranging
of S.D.S. demonstrators. Mr. Reid
added that his main purpose in
attending the conference was to
''relate the problems of
institutional racism to the SCA TE
tutorial projeet. Unfortunately,
only a few delegates, such as those
from Hood College and St. John's ,
proved useful in their endeavor."

Thursday, December 5th
9: 00-4: 00
Placemen t In terviews
5 :00-10:00
Dance Club rehearsal
6 :00-8 :30
College Cen ter Board meeting
6:00-9 :00
8:00-9:30

~\_
· •/ •

Price and Reid

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 12n
EVENT
PLACE

properly, how can we educate

Send for your
practically rip-proof
Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket.

\

DATE

him?"

~~
{l\ ~

an d standards of licensing based
on proven performance by every
prospective teacher in New
Jersey."

Schedule of Events
6 :00-9:00

"My best shirts get
ripped to shreds
when I wear your
after shave~'
We keep warning you to be careful how you use
Hai Karate® After Shave and Cologne. We even put
instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's
why you 'll want to wear our nearly indestructible
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when you wear
Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime.
Just tell us your size (s,m,1) and send
one empty Hai Karate carton , with
$4 (check or money order), for· each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can
be a little less careful how you use it.

(Continued from Page 1)

u n d e rs tan ding which sensitive
teachers need -- understanding of
group dynar,jcs, ability to gui de
group activity, and appreciation
of cultural differences .':
In "laboratory" classrooms ,
education majors should see in
action the teaching methods they
are being taught in theory , says
the NJEA REVIEW, and future
teachers should "work with real
youngsters in real class situations
to test for themselves what
professors have told them."
Students should hear tape
recordings of their teaching
attempts , see TV playbacks, and
submit to group analysis of their
work.
Every teacher's preparation
should end with "a valid intern
experience" in which he learns
from "total interchange" with a
supervising master teacher, not
from mistakes he makes with
children.
" R eform in teacher
preparation and certification is
essential ," the NJEA editorial
says. " Bu t this means far more
than juggling a few requirements
back and forth. The public an d
our profession expect the State -to
provide programs of preparation

V et erans Aaan. tneeting

Judo Club meeting
Modern Dance Club Worksho p
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th
9:00-4:00
Placement Interviews
5 :00-9 :00
Stu dent Council meeting
7:00-12:00
Nu Sigma Tau Fashion ShowCard Party
8:00-10:00
Messiah Performance
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th
12:00-5 :00
Dance Club rehearsal
8 :00-12:00
Sophomore Class Mixer
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th
7 :45 -10:30
CCB Movie: " Grapes of Wrath"
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th
9:00-4:00
Placement Interviews
5:00-7 :00
Judo Club meeting
7 :0b-10 :00
Aleithian Society Meeting
TUESDAY , DECEMBER 10th
9:00-4:0b
Placement Interviews
l :40-3 :05
Dance Club Concert
1 :40-3 :05
Republican Club meeting
1:40-3:05
Sigma Theta Chi meeting
1 :40-3:05
Theatre Guild meeting
1 :40-3 :05
Social Committee Tea
I :40-3:05
Senate Committee meeting
1 :40-3: 05
Circle K meeting
3 :05-4 :20
Faculty Senate meeting
6:30-10:00
English Dept. Rehearsal
7:00-10:00
Kappa Epsilon meeting
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11th
9:00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
11 :30-2 :00 , Faculty-Staff Buffet
6:30-10:30
Christmas Concert
7:30-10 :00
Alumni Exec. Bd. meeting
7:30-9: 00
Folk Dance Club meeting :::;
THURSDAY , DECEMBER 12th
9:00-4:00
Placement Interviews
6:00-8:00
College Center Board meeting
8: 00-9:00
Faculty Recital
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th
9: 00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
9: 00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
5 :00-9:00
Student Countil meeting
7:30-9 :00
E.E.O . Play Presentation
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th
8:00-12:00
Sigma Beta Tau Woodbridge State
School Benefit Dance

Activities Bldg. A&B
Little Theatre

Alumn.( Lou ~,.,.,~..,

~ , ounge
D' Angola Gym
D' Angola Gym
Activities Bldg. A&B
Hex Room
Downs Hall
Section III
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Little Theatre
Snack BarCollege Center
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Act. Bldg. A&B
D' Angola Gym
Sloan Lounge
Act. Bldg. A&B
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Theatre Perf. Arts
Downs-For. Lounge
W 107
W200
Lib . Conf. Room
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Act. Bldg. A&B
Fae. Dining Room
Theatre Perf. Arts
Alumni Lounge
Campus School Gym
Act. Bldg. A&B
Alumni Lounge
Theatre Perf. Arts
Little Theatre
Act. Bldg. A&B
Hex Room
Little Theatre

Snack Bar
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Part 2: Richtard M. Nixon
A Biographical Sketch

Nixon had earned a tremendous
amount of gratitude between
1964 and 1966 by his ceaseless
(continued from last issue)
campaigning
for Republican
Few Americans can forget the
1960 Presid e ntial campaign ; candidates at all political levels .
Nixon's televised debates with
John F . Kennedy, the close race
* * *
down to the final tabulation , and
He announced that he was
the ultimate result - a Kennedy ent eri n g primaries in New
victory by one-tenth of one Hampshire , Wisconsin , Nebraska ,
percentage point. This was the Ind i ana , Oregon , and South
closest national election in 76 Dakota. After he won the
years!
nomination , however , he told
Nixon returned to California, reporters ; "Had I lost one big
and in 1962 he lost that state's primary , it probably would have
gubernatorial office to the finished me. It was a big risk , but
incumbent Governor Edmund G. I had to take it." .
" Pat " Brown , by 297 ,758 votes.
The gamble apparently paid
Exhausted and disillusioned by off. In the six pri maries , Nixon
the difficult campaign and his totalled 1.6 million votes. His
second consecutive defeat , Nixon analysts asserted that the figure
appeared before reporters and . represented 73% of the total vote ,
T.V. cameras , and announced meaning those of Independents
bitterly: " You won't have Nixon and Democrats in states where the
to kick around any longer . . . law permits them to cross over
because this is my last press and vote for a Republican.
conference."
* * *
This appeared to be an
Nixon's first objective was to
irrevocable end to Nixon's public
career ; numerous commentators achieve maximum unity in his
party. In contrast to the G.O.P. of
wrote his political obituary.
1964, Nixon had a party solidly
* * *
united
behind the national ticket.
In 1967, Nixon was very much
Richard Nixon built the unity
in the Presidential picture again.
Two Associated Press surveys in theme into his standard speech .
1967 indicated that Nixon was He told audiences that a candidate
the leading choice of G .O.P. with a united party could unify
leaders to be the nominee in the nation - that the divided
1968. There is no mystery as to Democrats could not.
His campaign received an early
how he reached that position ;
By MAU REEN HIGGINS
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boost from the violence in
Chicago during the Democratic ·
convention. Weeks later, Nixon
still spoke of the violence . He told
his audiences that the
"disorganized rabble" which had
produced that convention was not
fit to lead the nation .
On November 6th, a smiling
President-Elect, Richard Nixon
told the nation that " Bring us
together" will be the motto of his
administration .
The next four years will
exemplify the success or failure of
this pledge.

Stude·nt Vets Invited
To Initial Meeting
The Veterans Association of
Newark State College, a newly
formed organization on campus ,
will sponsor an informative
meeting for student veterans on
Thursday , Dec . 5 , at 6 :00 P.M. , in
the old Snack Bar in Student
Center.
Mr. Sadowy , Chief Contact
0 fficer for the Veterans
Administration of New Jersey,
will give a comprehensive
explanation of benefits and
assistance available to the
veterans.

Music Department To
Hold Choral Concert
The music department of
Newark State will sponsor a
concert of choral music on
Wednesday , December 11, at 8 :30
p.m. in the theatre for the
performing arts .
The program will feature both
the madrigal choir and the music
department chorus. The madrigal
choir , conducted by professor
Michael Montgomery will sing
se·veral selections. This will
include the well-known
CEREMONY OF CAROLS by the
contemporary English composer,
Benjamin Britten .
The music department chorus ,

under the direction of Professor
James Cullen , will perform the
baroque masterwork GLORIA by
the noted Italian composer ,
Antonio Vivaldi. In each work,
student soloists will be featured.
The music department also
noted that students from all
departments of the college are
among the members of the singing
organizations. The department
stressed that all persons interested
in membership for the spring
semester should contact the
respective directors.

Stephen Dinnerman
(President), Ronald B. Franklin
(Vice President), James Coleridge
(Secretary), Stanley Lynnik
(Treasurer) , and Committeemen
Don Smartt, Charles Verwilt
David McClain, and Doug Bartow:
(Continued on Page 2)

New Cinema
Campus
Representative
Earn as liason, bringing
pri •ze-winning C z ech ,
American , Danish & Swedish
film premieres to the new
audiences on your campus. We
now have successful programs
operating at many major
schools. If you're interested in
film, we 're interested in you .
Drop us a note right away , as
we will be on campus soon to
talk with you . If you plan to
be in New York over Christmas
or semesters , write now and
we'll arrange a meeting while
you're here.

New Line Cinema
235 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10003
Phone 212-674-7460

Classified Ads
Dear Kevin (Bob),

How many classes did you miss
today? Are you feeling better?
If not , see Dr. Frank D.
Love,
Cutie.
ECHO HI LL CAMPS of
Clinton , N .J . a nnounces
openings for men and women
counselors fo r the comin g
summe r. In te rested students
sh ould contact: Mr. o r Mrs .
Berkobin Box 5 168, Clinton ,
N.J . 08809
All College Mixer
Saturday Dec. 7
8pm-1 2pm
College Center
$1.00 stag
$ 1.50 drag
Mu sic by the Aztecs
1965 Rambler American
Good transpo rt ation for
school. Car in good shape!
$575 .00 M.B. 588
Found

One eyeglass lens found in
College Center. Little Theatre
after IFSC Pledge show. Wed.
Nov. 20th .
See Mr. Fixler ,
Student Activities

Congratulations
to
Harrigan's Band and Co . on
your marvelous performances ,
especially THE one at Newark
Airport! Welcome to the
Union!
Locals T.C . No.21 2, No .2 14, No .215
Rho Theta Tau

L a u g ht er
T ear s
C hr y santh e mums Cl o se
fr iendships" ... bound as wi th
a tether .. ." I *m glad we're
sisters! !
Love,
The Lucky Fourteen
For Sale

Matching Crib chest
walnu t - perfect conclition .
E n tire i n fa nt b e d roo m
furnish i n g s ? b a ssine t ,
highchair,
c a rriage Mrs.
Suesserman 686-6260
IBM/PIT
For Un i on Co. Man,
installing electric typewriters will be trained . $2.75 an hour.
Mr. Patterson , MGR.
272-6900
Wanted

Deli-y~ry Boy flexible hours
- apply-..:Vivian's Flower Shop

Ideal for students - male or
female Waitress/Waiter
Full/Part time
Howard Johnson
Route 22,
Sprintfield, NJ .
379-5866

Faster absorbency. Longer protection. That's
the extra security you get with new Meds, the
onlt tampon with this double-protection design: an outer layer of larger fibers that absorb
instantly, plus an inner layer of tiny fi bers
that store more, longer.
,:%'ilNt£FYt·~,"77~c': F':@:j)
Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.

For Sale

MEDS ANO MOOESS ARE TRADEMARKS
OF PERSONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY.

1966 Mustang, Good
Con d ition. 30,000 miles.
Original owner. Call 9254959
after 6 PM

352-8930 or 289-2230
BAHA'I FAITH "Busy not thyself with this
world,
for with fire We test the gold
and
with gold We test Our sevants."
- Baha'u'llah Free literature contact
Joan Cingar
M. B. 240
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"Truth cannot be forced but must be allowed to plead for itself.''

Chica_go :
T_he Aftermath

During this past week a special report to
a presidential commission on violence in
America was issued.
The report, so earthy that the
Government Printing Office refused to print
it without deletion of an obscene four-letter
word that appears 82 times, said police
violence in Chicago was mindless,
unrestrained, and indescrimina te.
It warned that if guilty officers are not
punished, such a situation could very easily
happen again.
Chicago's Mayor Richard Daley said of
the new report, "Overall, it is an excellent
study. My only basic criticism lies in the
summary which, if used alone , would
mislead the public and be a disservice to
those who prepared the report."
Daley added that most of the police
reacted with responsibility in August in the
darkened parks and downtown streets of
Chicago . However , he said some of the men
' have been suspended for their part in the
violence and still others face dismissal. Ten
policemen have been suspended for failing to
wear identification during the disorders and
four others "face dismissal proceedings for
the use of excessive force."
Daley added that the Police Department
is continuing its investigation, and reported

that he was pleased with the report when it
noted that a "majority of policemen did act
responsibly under exceedingly provocative
circumstances."
The special ~task force compiling the
report gave an almost blow-by-blow account
of the ferocity of the battles and the fever of
the protests.
"To be sure, demonstrators threw things
at policemen and police cars," the report
said, "but the weight of violence was
overwhelmingly on the side of the police."
The report indicated however that the
demonstrators showered the police with
obscenity, with beer cans, chunks of
concrete, and ping pong balls studded with
nails. Sacks of human excrement were also
tossed at the police .
"That violence was made all the more
shocking by the fact that it was often
inflicted upon persons who had broken no
law, disobeyed no order ; or made no

threat." Newsmen were singled out ana
clubbed. Casual onlookers and innocent
residents were caught in the flourish of
anger, the report charged .
"There is little doubt ," the report said
again , "the preponderence of violence came
from the police." But it adds , "It was not
entirely a one-way battle."
Subcommittee Chairman, Rep. Richard
lchord, (D.-M,o.) , has said earlier hearings
uncovered a number of known Communists
involved in the protests. But the task force
said that while Communists were present at
almost all stages, "none of them ever had
much direct influence" on the planning or
the actual clashes.
The report concludes the police involved
were a minority of Chicago's 12,000-man
force, but it says that the taint falls on all.
"There has been no public
condemnation of these violators of sound
police procedures and common decency by
either their commanding officers or city
officials ," the report charged . "The fact that
some policemen lost control of themselves
under e xceedingly provocative circumstances
can , perhaps , be understood , but not
condoned ."
The study said if no action is taken
against the police , then other officers who
did act with responsibility will be
discouraged .

Who's Fool?
To the Editor:
On Friday, the 21st of
November , at approximately 3
P.M. I (Alan Farber) with the
concent (sic) of Charles Backman,
removed the headlight rim from
his automobile in the Willis
Parking Lot.
Needing this valuable accessory
in <=>rder to pass inspection, J
stopped directly in front of his car
and tried to pull (it) from the car.
When this failed, I opened my
trunk and removed a tool kit. AJl
the former incidents , and those
following took place within 40
feet and within full view of our
security force , alias the three
monkies (sic), "hear no evil, see
no evil and speak no evil."
It is our intent to question why
this theft went uninterupted (sic)
or reported. Is it that the
rent-a-£ops have "Big Brother" on
their side and know all and see
all?
This letter is not merely to
kick a dying dog but as a demand
for improvements in the security
forces of this campus. It is indeed
appalling considering the rash of
incidents that have recently
occured (sic) on our campus in
the previous weeks that an
incident of this nature could go
unquestioned.

No recommendations have been made by
ALAN N. FARBER
the task force in its report, but that i~
CHARLES BACKMAN
expected to be the job of the full 13-man
violence commission headed by Dr. Milton
S. Eisenhower. The commission is due to go
into seclusion at a Washington hotel next
To the Editor:
weekend to begin writing its full report to
I would like to know why the
President Johnson on a wide range of W.R.A . does not have any articles
violence in America.
on the sports page? Js it possible

WR A Revolt

great many articles have been
written and few published. What
gives?
How can an activity be
adequately covered and advertised
without the cooperation of the
Editorial Staff of Newark State
College's fine newspaper?
LOUlSE SCHMIDT
President
W.R.A.

CCB Opening
To the Editor:
We wish to inform you that we
have one (I) opening on College
Center Board. The board is now
accepting applications for this
seat. The applications may be
obtained in the Student Activities
Office in the College Center or
from Don Merce, Dougall Hall.
All applications are due before
December 5th.
Thank you,
College Center Board

Lack of Funds
Dear Dr. Wilkins :
As undergraduates of Newark
State College this past fall we have
been faced with over a I 00%
increase in our tuition .
We have been informed that we
will see this money go to work for
the future of our campus. We
would like to know why we will
not fully benefit from t ~ " ' ' 0 " ~
the present time?
For example , we , the
undersigned, are enrolled in a Life
Drawing Class which requires the
use of live models . We question
the fact that due to the lack of
sufficient funds there will no
longer be a model and the
semester is only half over. Might
we call upon your help to remedy
the situation so that we will still
derive benefit thereof?

The INDEPENDENT Editors who were
in Chicago covering the Democratic National
Convention have strong feelings concerning
the situation. It has always been our
contention that the police acted too strongly
against the demonstrators. Although the
protestors provoked the situation which
occured , the actions by the Chicago police
were out of line. The punishment must fit
the crime , for both the demonstrators and
the police officers.

the INDEPENDENT made an
error? A student activity such as
the W.R.A. does not belong in the
Classified Ads when it was not our
intention, and to receive a bill for
$ 1.00. for their error is ridiculous.
I thought it was understood
the W.R.A. Managers and the
W.R.A. Public Relations Chairmen
would
provide
the
INDEPENDENT with news of
activities , and checking back, a

"Surely, this is not the last time that a
violent dissenting group will clash head-on
with those whose duty it is to enforce the
law. And the next time the whole world will
still be watching."

The opinions expressed in signed colum ns of t his newspaper do not
necessarily refl ect the op inions of the ed itors. Nor is anything pri nted in this
paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of
the college.

Sincerely ·yours,
FINE ARTS MAJORS
(35 signatures)
cc: Dr. J. Kean
Dr. Howe
INDEPENDENT, Editor
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he could not be in the vanguard of
the black movement at Newark
State: And since he would not
take his appropriate place as a
white man in a black movement,
he had to be excluded from it.
INDEPENDENT - What were the
immediate and long-range goals of
the organization?
BROWN - The recruitment of
black students to Newark State
and at the same time to serve as
an organized body representing
black students.
INDEPENDENT - Do you feel
that your early efforts have been
successful?
BROWN
Yes . When you
consider the fact that after eight
months the bl ack population at
• Newark State has increased by
150%, I think you could say so.
INDEPENDENT - Have you
receive.d a large white attendance
at the black lecture series you
Ron Brown
have been sponsoring?
assume the leading role in the BROWN - I don 't know.1 wasn't
organiza tion .. Beca use of Chris's counting white faces .
being white , I felt that while he INDEPENDENT - What steps
(Con tinued on Page 6)
should be appointed to a position,

Da Silva Performs
Ron Brown ', C.B.A.
Repertoire Here
Student Profiles:

. ..,_

~

Howard Da Silva

By DAVE LICHTENSTEIN and
ROBERT LeFEISTE

Some of yo u may have heard
the nex t sketch - a le tter from
the daughter away at college , in
wh ich all kinds of terrible
catastrophes pile up . A P.S. is
added : none of the incidents had
actually happened to her, but she
tho ught that in the light of so
many other things that MIGHT
have happened, the C and D she
got this semester weren' t really so
bad.
Next followed a scene from
" The Seagull ," a few poems , some
by Sandbur g, som e by
Shakespeare , and a scene from
" The Zulu and the Zayda." In this
last ske tch, the Yiddish-English
speaking old man learns to
c ommuni c ate with his new
companion, a young Zulu warrior
with a certain talent for getting
alon g well with old ones.
Da Silva played all parts and
read all pieces in his one-man
performance . He set every scene,
fro m era to era and country to
country , playing the old and
young , male and female, with
such easyness that everything
flowe d smoothly and pleasantly .
There is a message here ,
somehow interwoven with Da
Sil va an d his art. " Keep the
con nection" he h ad said . The
storyteller chooses universals tha t
almost any audi e n ce will
recognize and cherish, things that
we rarely reflect on , yet are part
of o ur heritage ; no matter wh o we
are .

Ronald Brown is a sophomore
fine arts major from Newark. Last
spring he ·helped organize and
found Collegians for Black
Action , the only organization on
campus fully representing the
goals of black students .
R o n is also a proficient
basketball player , and in one game
last year scored the season's JV
high of 28 points . In the fo ll owing
in te rview he dicusses the situation
of the black student on camp us,
the goals of C.B.A. , and, in
ge n e r a l , racism and the
e du cat ional system of the
American society.
IND E PEND E NT
What
situations led up to the formation
ofC. B.A.?
BROWN - Durin g last year's
Black Power seminars I saw how
completely ignora nt most whites
are toward the black man's
dilemma in America.
INDEPENDENT - But did any
specific incidents lead up to thi s
channeled effort of black
organization? BROWN - At the
time of the seminars, Chris
Muzikar , a white stu dent,
contacted me and we decided that
definate steps had to be taken to
o rganize bl ack students on
camp us.
IND EP ENDENT
Did any
d iffic ul t i es occ ur whil e
formul ating the organization due
to yo ur color differences?
BROWN - Yes. An unfo rtunate
conflict emerged as to who would

Howard Da Silva is hailed as a
man of many talents . For us in his
audience on November 26, he was
not the actor , the writer , or the
produce r, but a combination of
court jester and bard, the ages old
storyteller.
For little over an hour the man
pulled joke after joke , scene on
scene , poem followed by poem
from a seemingly endless upply in
his repertoire notebook. He could
have provided Schererazade with
material for 1001 nights and the
king would never have tired.
Da Silva held the key to
succes s in this kin d of
performance - warmth , humo r,
believability, sensitivity, talent ,
an d un ive rs all y a ppealling
ma terial. He began with light
'· _._ ~ a few familiar jokes,
establishing himself and h is mood.
A scene from the "David and
Lisa", in which Da Silva had
portrayed the psychiatrist, was
presented next. It was never shot ;
Da Silva· felt it was an important
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE SECURITY ON
scene , in which David's mother's CAMPUS?
personality showed up in a less
Steve Waxman , So phomore
negative light. He terme d it "the
The security at Newark State is inadequate. The
chain of command;" it actually
fencing around the campus is dilapidated . I feel the
showed the fo rces behind the
campus should have a completely closed perimeter
mo ther which affected her and
where the onl y way to gain entrance is with a pass.
th rough her, affected her son ,
As it stands at this time, anyone could ge t on
who would someday relate to
campus . I feel the caliber of guards is unimportant;
ano ther and so on. It brings to
Steve Waxman ours are good enough. There are other factors that
mind the ripples around a plop in
are more impo rtant than our guards . Fo r example,
th e fencing and the lighting. There are many places
the pond, mixing with other
ripples , in concentric circles, for
on campus where there is total darkness at 5 :00,
ever and ever.
such as the back of the T.P.A. and between Downs
Bits from Sholom Aleichem
Hall and the dorms. As far as security goes I feel
came next, among them the story - improving the campus is more important than
of a beggar wh o visits Rothschil d
improving the security force.
in Paris. He sells the banker the
Inez Andrucy)<i, Freshman
secret of eternal life - move to
The police seem to give an attitude to
my home town , he says , and you
indifference
towards this campus and its students.
will live forever , for a rich man
They drive around in their little good humor trucks
has never died there.
Inez Andrucyk
watching nothing but the path before them
A monologue by Herschel
Bernardi followed a poem about
America . The monologue
Frank Jackow; , Junior
" Food My Mother Fed Me" I can't understand how anyone can get away
touched nearly universal strings of
with breaking into cars or stealing from the school.
Jewish-Italian-German-French
· Newark State has a small campus and I j us t can't see
any body's mothers saying, "Eat,
I
why it isn' t fully covered. Maybe extra policemen or
Eat, you' re much too thin."
/ better trained policemen could cure this. I think if
Da Silva mentione d a revue he
~ !you are a thief you'd like the present Security
was working on with Al fre d Drake
~ System.
called " On Time." It concerned
Frank Jackow
the generation gap, about which
Georgette Yates , Senior
he suggested that we should "keep
I think that if the students on this campus
the connection. " (He also
weren't so apathetic towards everything and were
mentioned at luncheon a new
more concerned about others and not just
revue " 1776" in which Da Silva
themselves or their own little groups they would
plays the only ol d person have done something about this s0<alled serious
Benjamin Franklin. The foun ders
problem a long time ago . A student committee for
of our nation are all young men
quick action on this problem , with a little
with radical ideas. It should have
co-operation by the administration, could prove to
something to say and I hope it
be quite interesting.
Georgette Yates
does.)

Squires Speak
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Playtex·invents the first-day tampon™
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)

I

1

I

Outside : it's softer and silky ( not caidboardy) .
Inside : it's so extra absorbent ... it even.protects on
your fi rst day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind . ..
. the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
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Fi II mo re East : Expenence
By ED NAHA

Marnie Nixon sang. The audience
Last week I attended a concert was restless. Rich brought th em to
at the Fillmore that I am not their senses with a stunning four
likely to forget for a long time . minute drum solo which somehow
For those of you who are not ended prematurely. Rich then
familiar with the Fillmore East, it asked for requests .
is a theater concerned with
'Toad", the audience chanted.
presenting the best of the music
"Never heard of it," Rich
scene today. After lingering at the replied slyly.
historic Club 82, my intrepid . They performed Mercy, Mercy·
party of six finally made it to the This was odd since I didn't hear
theater and took our seats. - anyone request it. What was even
Actually, we took someone else's stranger was that the ba nd juSt
seats since ours were situated in happened to have the music . After
the extreme rear of'the theater. I a real boffo finish which garnered
believe they were in the men's a standing ovation from about
room. After assuring the · ushers eleven people, Rich told us to
that we were really seated in our hang on because Mr. Steppenwolf
places, the show began.
and his group would be out soon.
The first group, The Children Buddy , you're a good drump1er,
of God, came on stage and did but you are not too bright.
their act . They were quite good.
After a cartoon about fairies
We were constantly annoyed, shooting milk bottles at little guys
however, by a group of people that I ooked like Nixon,
who kept trying to tell us that we Steppenwolf was paged.
took their places. Finally, I
Lead singer and guitarist John
convinced them that they were Kay strode out in a pair ofleather
supposed to be sitting in the pants and did his best imitation of
balcony.
Jim Morrison. He then proceeded
When the Children left, a Bugs to play some dismal bottleneck
Bunny cartoon was shown. I am guitar which would place him in
sure you will be pleased to hear the same dynamite class as The
that it was quite amusing.
Ohio Express in as far as sheer
Buddy Rich and his big band talent is concerned. While Kay
came on stage. Mr. _Rich is the was still wailing and contorting,
self - proclaime d "Greate st the last player came out. He was
drummer in the world.'' The wearing a stunning knee-length
audience was informe d that our buckskin shirt. He was missing
musical taste wo uld be increased one essential garment however, ·
by 500%. Mine wasn't. In fact, I mainly, his pants. From his
think my taste buds died that movements and attitu de one
night. After a number of jumpin' could sense the deep effect the
jive numbers which reminded one cartoon shown previous to his
of the sound track from those old entrance h ad effected the lad.
Esth er Williams ' cinema disas ters,
Soon the en tire group was on
Rich launched into a West Side stage. While most groups are ten
Story tribute which somehow times better live than on record,
seemed out of place at the the wily Steppenwolf cleverly
Fillmore . I had a sneaky suspicion reversed the process to confuse
that the Joshua light show would the audience. Some of the wily
suddenly flash a 60 foot replica of audience made for the exits to
Natalie Wood on the scree n. She confuse Steppenwolf. During the
would mouth the words to the group's performance a boy in the
music while a 50 foot replica of . back row took out a harmonica

Student Profile : Brown Raps
I personally can say that, as far as
have you taken within the instructors go, I have the cream of
organization for improvement?
the crop.
BROWN - Presently we are INDEPENDENT - How about
corresponding with other black the Peace League - Have you
organization s on state and worked out any projects with
national campuses. We have them?
a I r e a d y b e e n s ending BROWN - As of yet, I am
repre sentatives to various unaware of anything which they
conferences throughout the state may be doing related specifically
and have been working hand in to our cause. But if they do
hand with black organizations decide to do something that
from many colleges such as inv~lves blacks, their course of
Rutgers , Princeton, and Montclair action will have to be dictated by
State.
us.
INDEPENDENT - Right now INDEPENDENT - What is your
you do not receive "official"
prime concern right now?
recognition from campu s · BROWN - Recruitment. I feel
authorities, do you?
that this is paramount because
BROWN _ No. Any such act of
6nce we get enough black
applying for official recognition
students here our voice will
would imply undertones of
definately be heard.
"approval" _ and this we will not
INDEPENDENT
- Do you feel
have .
that projects such as S.C.A.T.E.
INDEPENDENT - How does
further the black cause, or are
CBA stan d in relationship to
they j ust other methods of white
St udent Org. regardless of no
tokenism?
recognition, which was a
BROWN -' I think it is a way by
self-determined factor?
which a lot of white do-gooders
BROWN - J will get involved with
ease their guilt complexes.
student politics only so far as it
INDEPENDENT - But don't you
enables me to help the entire
feel that education is necessary
black cause here at Newark State.
for black progress?
But because we constitute only a
BROWN - Not the racist WASP
2% minority , neither I or
system as we know it now in the
Machiavelli would otherwi se
touch it with a ten foot pole.
INDEPENDENT _ How do you
fee l about the teaching situation
on camp us _ are there shade s of
racism?
BROWN _ Let's put it this way,
It is very doubtful that we have
COMPLETE
any can didates for the Pulitzer or
STEREO SYSTEM
Nobel Peace Prize here. Howe~r,
(Continued from Page 5)

Greco- R oman tra d ition.
E ducat-ion on the present
undergraduate level is nothing but
another vehicle for racism.
INDEPENDENT - ' How about
the black athletic system?
BROWN - In any facet of
competitive athletics, as the
recent Olympics showed, the
blacks demand at least a position
of equality. As a performer, I feel
that in competition racism is
covert. That is, as of yet, I have
not encountered any outright
racism in the course of a game.
Any racist feelings might turn a
victory into a defeat, which
exolains why such feelings are
kept inside during the game.
INDEPENDENT - In closing,
would you like to comment on
how . you feel the "learning"
process at Newark State, and in
America, is succeeding or failing
as a device toward real progression
and construction?
BROWN
The educational
processes of this · college only
teaches the student how to make
a living instead of how to live. But
it is the latter point which must
be learned, because once you
know how to live, making a living
comes easy .

by Columbia Master Works

and began playing. Ji is my happy
duty to report that he was
fantastic.
As we left the theater with the
feedback echoing in our ears, we
were met with a torrential
downpour which soaked us to our
skin. A perfect ending to a perfect
evening.

AMI FM STEREO RECIEVER
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NOBODY BEA TS OUR PRICES

College Center Snack Bar

SANMAR Electronics Centers

$.75 NSC
$1.25 others
music by the Avant Garde

310 Route 46, Rockaway, NJ
133 Spring St. , Newton, NJ
183 Elmora Ave., Elizabeth, NJ
101 Market St., Paterson, NJ
935 Main Ave., Passaic, NJ
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Chi Wins Football

Last Week's Gre8k Games

to score, concentrated their
efforts on defense for the
remainder of the fourth quarter.

(Continued £rom Page 8 )

down the Chi Q.B. rolled to his
right and fired an aerial to Lou
Stanzione in the corner of the end
zone for a 13-6 lead with 20
seconds remaining in the first half.
The second half, while
scoreless, was marred with
numerous penalties assessed to
both teams. Sigma Beta Tau
appeared to be gaining
momentum midway in the third
quarter when Frank Lineberry
connected on three straight passes
for sizeable gains. With first down
on their own 44, the Tau Q.B.
flipped a short pass to Jack McFee
on the Chi 49. Another pass to
McFee moved the ball to the Chi
40. Bill Reimer was the recipient
of a Lineberry pass to the Chi 31,
but here the Tau drive fizzled as a
rash of penalties, (5 in 8 plays),
against both clubs disrupted the
threat.
Sigma Theta Chi, being unable

As a result of the win, Chi
carried their consecutive victory
string to 12 games, while Tau,
being the first team to score on
them in three years, left Chi with
a total of 8 consecutive
shutdowns before last Sunday's
game .
Quarterback Bobby Giberna
and halfbacks Tony Bruno and
Lou Stanzione were the offensive
stars for Chi, while linemen Mike
Vitale, Gene Conforti and Tom
Murawski played an excellent
game and deserve much praise for
their defensive efforts.
Sigma Beta Tau standouts
included Jack McFee, Joe
Sinkiew icz, and quarterback
Frank Lineberry. Defensively ,
Greg Young, Chris Muzikar , and
Bill Loehning did an outstanding
job of containing the Chi offense.

Tau-Pi

By RANDY McCART HY

Two Frank Lineberry, to Joe
Sinkiewicz touchdown passes gave
Sigma Beta Tau a 12-0 victory
over Nu Delta Pi in a fraternity
game played on Sunday, Nov. 24.
The fi~t half was a hard fought
defensive battle with neither team
being able to develop an effective
scoring punch. Tau collected 3
first downs to Pi's 1 before
halftime intermission.
The victors penetrated Pi's
territory and picked up their first
down of the game with four
minutes remaining in the opening
canto. Bob ross intercepted a Phil
Scardilli pass on the Tau 35. On
the third down play, Frank
Lineberry connected with end
Jack McFee on a 35 yard pass that
set Tau on their opponent's 30.
But the following series of downs
saw Tau lose 2 yards and the
offensive dnve ended.

SPECIAL
OFFER!

I

Just for
College Students I

~leo

CL~IVOI=
COLL~t3~ IAMVL~l:2

A KIT OF 6 FACE-MAKERS SPECIALLY SHADE-SELECTED
Just for BLONDES
Just for BRUNETTES
Just for REDHEADS

* *
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YOU GET ALL THIS-

SPECIAL PRICE

SOFT-BLUSH DUO - Blush! Sculpt! Shimmer!
SABLE-SOFT COMPLEXION BRUSH
4 LIP COLORS-Campus lip-looks galore!

$2.
$8 VALUE

LIMIT-ONE TO A STUDENT!
AVAILABLE ONLYAT-

800 K AND SUPPLY STORE
\

FREE XMAS WRAPPING

Nu Delta Pi staged their scoring
threat in the second quarter when
Greg Stevens picked off a Frank
Lineberry aerial and returned it to
the Pi 42. Phil Scardilli tossed a
short pass to Bill Galayda who
advanced the ball to the Tau 44.
The Pi QB then came back with a
pass over the middle to Lou
Ferranti, giving Pi a first down on
the Tau 24 , but a loss to the Tau
39 and the 2 incomplete passes
that followed killed the march.
Sigma Beta Tau broke the
deadlock with less than a minute
remaining in the third quarter. A
Kevin McConville punt was
returned to the Tau 39 yard line.
On first down Joe Sinkiewicz ran
the right end for a 7 yard gain to
the Tau 46. On the next play,
Frank Lineberry handed off to
Sinkiewicz who threw the bomb
to Jack McFee . The Tau end
caught the ball on the 20 and
stumbled to the Pi 2. Here the Nu
Delta Pi defense stiffened and
showed its strength as the line and
secondary pressured their
opponents for three straight plays.
Frank Lineberry hit Joe
Sinkiewicz in the end zone for a

Squires
Downed
(Continued from Page 7)
.

.

toughest team on its schedule, the
N.S.C . hoopman never lost their
composure. They fought back
strong- against this Monmouth
team, (who finished with 27-2
record last year), and never gave
up . This is the sign of a winner.
Other bright spots for the Squires
were the play of Jim Marino, Fred
Boff, and Wilber Aikens. Marino,

a sophomore, led the team in
scoring with 23 points and
rebounding with 19. Fred Boff,
senior captain, scored 17 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds while
holding all-state John Haas to six
points. Aikens, a 6-2 freshman,
playing in his first varsity game
showed a lot of poise. His playing
time l~mited to eleven minutes, he
still managed lo score 6 points
and pull down seven rebounds.
The Squire's next game is
home against Southhampton, one
of the semi-finalists in last year's
District No. 31 playoffs . The
game will be played at the
D'Angola Gymnasium, Friday,
Dec. 6. It would be great to see a
crowd like the one at Saturday's
game as the Squires seek victory
No. 1.

The winners added another
score in the 4th frame. Frank
Lineberry fired a long pa~ for the
Pi 46 to Jack McFee on the Pi 10.
A Lineberry to Sinkiewicz pass on
the ensuing play gave Sigma Beta
Tau their insurance TD. The extra
point was blocked by Al Ramsey.
Phil Scardill.i edged Frank
Lineberry in the passing
department with 7 completions
out of 20 attempts (35%) while
the latter connected 11 times in
33 tries (33%).
Left end Jack McFee and
halfback Joe Sinkiewicz sparked
the offensive squad of Sigma Beta
Tau while Chris Muzikar and
Steve Paolucci applied the
pressure form the defensive line.
Nu Delta Pi suffered from
offensive headaches once again as
they managed but one first down.
However Ed Dulik , Kev
McConville , and Billy Galayda
were offensive standouts.

Chi-Phi
After being held scoreless
throughout the first half, Sigma
Theta Chi came on strong to shut
out Nu Sigma Phi 20-0.
Phi played their best ball game
to date, In the first quarter, Al
Valentino was forced to punt
deep in his own territory . Jack
Hart took the long kick and ran it
back to the Phi 10, but a clipping
penalty was called up field against
the winners and the ball was
brought all the way back to the ·
Chi 40. An Al Valentino
interception on the Phi 10
stopped another Chi drive in the
second quarter .
Sigma The ta Chi opened up th<::
second half with a quick
to uchdown on the fourth play
from scrimmage. After taking the
kick off to the Chi 29 Bob
Giberna threw his first of four
straight completions on the
scoring march. A pass to Vic
Farrarelli moved the ball to the
Chi 44. The Chi QB came right
back with another pass to
Ferrarelli who carried it to the Phi
36. Tony Bruno then took a
Giberna pass in the flat to the Phi
1.
The victors added their first of
two TD's early in the fo urth
quarter as they began their drive
on the Phi 44. A swing pass to
Lou Stanzione set the ball on
their opponents' · 26 yard line.
After a Chi penalty was marked
· (Continued on Page 8)

Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the fines~companies
having operations located in the--Nevf';)?rsey/New
York metropolitan area. On December-26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden St1te
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Je:sey.
For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. 0. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.
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Chi Wins Greek Football

The Bench

Tau Breaks Shutout Streak

by·_Randy McCarthy

This may come as a surprise to many sports fans around campus,
but wrestling is becoming quite popular at Newark State! A little less
than two months ago, participation in the sport at our school was
unheard of. Recently a wrestling club was formed. Those interested
students began to work with Mr. Stan Lipson a few nights a week.
The latest progress the club has made was its participation in the
Second Annual East Stroudburg Open Wrestling Tournament which was
held on November 22 and 23. This may have been the largest open
wrestling tournament of its caliber ever held. 481 entrants were
supplied by the 61 teams that were represented at the match. The large
turnout was unexpected, and in spite of the fact that eight mats were
used simultaneously, Friday's session ran until 3:30 AM!
Teams that were represented included the University of
Maryland, Central Michigan University, Ohio Lehigh , Harvard, and New
York Maritime. Local colleges other than Newark State that
participated included FDU, Rutgers , Princeton, Monmouth , Montclair
State , and Orange County College. Entrants included two members of
. the U.S. Olympic Wrestling Team as well as winners of many of last
year's tournaments and Armed Forces representatives.
Newark State's representation came from Jerry McLaughlin (I 37
lbs.), Michael Ricci (145 lbs.), Steve Hayton (152 lbs.), Dieter
Schaffner (191 lbs.) and Richard Spakowski (191 lbs.).
The tournament was run on a double elimination basis. Two
Newark Slaters lost their first round matches and were eliminated in
the second round. Two others lost their second round matches and
were eliminated in the quarter-finals . One , Richard Spakowski , was
defeated in the second round and eliminated in the semi-finals.
In the challenge rounds , Newark State won 7 of its IO bouts.
Spakowski turned in the best performance. He was undefeated in four
matches and pinned two opponents Schaffner accounted for two more
wins without a loss , pinning a heavyweight wrestler in the process.
Hayton added the final win.
I would like to congratulate those boys who attended the
tournament , for they have done an excellent job in representing our
school in this particular function. From what I hear there is also a need
for more wrestlers , since points would be forfeited in a regular match
because of vacancies in certain weight classes.
I would also like to offer a word of praise to coach Stan Lipson.
-- - Mr. Lipson has already devoted much of his time in this short period to
planning and practice sessions. The wrestling coach is not salaried for
this "job' ' because the sport at Newark State is not an intercollegiate
one yet he finds great enjoyment in working with the boys so that they
may develop their skills.
· If anyone is seriously interested in joining this wrestling club, ·
they should see either Mr. Lipson in the Math Department or Dr.
Benson in the Physical Education Office .
I sincerely hope that the students show more enthusiasm in this
sport so that some day wrestling may be a part of the intercollegiate
athletic program here at Newark State .

By RONALD AND ERSON

Squ ires

...

vs. Monmouth

Sigma Theta Chi remained the
"King of Greek Football" last
Sunday as they defeated Sigma
Beta Tau 13-6 in a decisive ,
hard-fought battle for the
championship. It was Chi's fourth
consecutive football title and it
also was the third straight time
both teams entered the game with
identical 2-0 records.
The victors hit the scoring
column quickly . After holding
Tau to "no yardage" gain, Pete
Crutzburger returned a Bill
Reimer punt IO yards to the Tau
44. On the first play from
scrimmage , Bob Giberna hit Tony
Bruno with a pass in the flat and
the speedy halfback ran it all the
way in for the score. The extra
point pass to Stanzione was good
for a 7-0 lead.
Offensively , Sigma Beta Tau
found the going a little rough in
the first quarter as they showed a
loss in total rushing yardage .
However, the Tau defense had Chi
gasping for air near the end of the
opening stanza , when a strong
rush by Greg Young sent the
winners back to their own 2 yard
line which forced them to punt on
second down.

Tom Murawski

Jack McFee

back to the Tau 45 . However ,
they regained their composure
five plays later with Tau starting
the drive on their own 45 yard
line. Frank Lineberry connected
with Joe Sinkiewicz to the Chi 46.
A penalty against the victors
moved the ball to the Chi 32 and
on fourth down Lineberry ,
receiving plenty of protection, hit
Sinkiewicz at the Chi ']. anrl ,1-- ~
later stepped over the e t.ha.,..
r
------ -T ..... : -.-....- ·- ~ - ~
Steve Paolucci was incomplete,
leaving Tau one point behind, 7-6.
Sigma Theta Chi came right
The Green and White's
offensive line did a fine job in back on the following series of
providing good pass blocking for downs and retaliated with their
their club while Phil Scardilli and second scoring drive. Ironically,
Kevin McConville played an Chi came back with the same play
outstanding game in the backfield. that gave them their first
Nu Delta Pi's defense touchdown . With the ball on Chi's
overpowered the Phi offensive 33 , Giberna again chucked one to
attack. Phi's deepest penetration Tony Bruno on a down and out
was only to the Pi 43 and the pattern. Defensive halfback Bill
victors held their opponents to 3 Sacchetto managed to tag Bruno
first downs ~(one on a penalty). on the Tau 21 . Giberna ran up the
Tom Hanlon, Richie Merrill , and middle to the Tau 14 and on third
(Continued on Page 7)
Dennis Todd led the charges for
this quad.
Nu Sigma Phi standouts were
Larry Zambrowski and Billy
Burke on offense, while Mark
Shoengold and Bob Suswal led the
defensive platoon.

Tau had an opportunity to
score early in the second quarter.
A poor Chi punt from their end
zone landed on the Chi 25. Two
Jack Mcfee receptions were
nullified on two 15-yard penalties
which brought the ball all the way

Nu Delta Pi Defeats

Nu Sigma Phi Sunday
By RANDY McCA RT HY

Nu Delta Pi combined a solid
offense and a strong defense to
streak past winless Nu Sigma Phi
by a score of 20 to 0.
After a scoreless first quarter ,
Pi hit paydirt with four minutes
left in the first half. Greg Stevens
intercepted a Wayne Smith pass
on the Pi 42 and ran it back to the
Phi 27. On first down Phil
Scardilli ran around right end to
Phi's 12 yard line. A quick flip
over the middle to Bill Galayda
and another Scardilli end run
advanced the ball to the Phi 2,
giving Nu Delta Pi -a first down
little trouble getting untracked
and goal to go . On the next down ,
against the upset-minded Squires.
Phil Scardilli executed a beautful
With two and a half minutes gone
play , faking a handoff to Galayda
in the first half they didn't even
around end and running the
have a field goal : and with four
ppposite end for the TD. A
minutes gone, N.S .C. held a two
Scardilli to Ferranti extra point
point lead. After that, the Squires
pass was good for a Pi 7-0 lead.
seemed to collapse as they were
The Green and White came
hit by a scoring barrage led by
Ron Kornegay who wound up · back with another touchdown one
minute and twenty seconds later.
with game scoring honors (36
points). With the score still close ·Kicker Al Ramsey put a
tremendous tee shot into the end
at 12-11 in favor of Monmouth
zone
where it was run back to the
with twelve and a half minutes
Phi
2.
After an incomplete pass,
remaining in the half, the
Hawks outscored the Squires 16 to Tom Hanlon picked off the next
Wayne Smith aerial on the Phi I 0
2 (Kornegay and John Barone
and
raced in for Pi's 13th point.
each hitting for five) to make the
The
fourth quarter saw the
score 28-13. From there, the
Hawks pulled further away until victors score their final TD. With
they enjoyed a halftime lead of 22 two minutes gone in · the last
points at 5.2 to 30. The Squires frame, Tom Hanlon took a punt
fought back gallantly in the on his own 38 and legged it all the
second half with Jim Marino way down to the Phi 11 with Rich
hitting for 15 of his team leading Merrill's fine block leading the
way . Kevin McConville then
23 points.
scooted
around left end for the
Although Newark State lost by
an overwhelming score, there were score . A Scardilli to Galayda extra
a few bright spots for the Squires. point pass finished the scoring for
Playing what is probably the the afternoon giving Pi a 20-0
(Continued on Page 7)
victory .

Squires Downed By
Monmouth, 100-78
The Squire basketball te'am lost
its season opener to a highly
talented Monmouth squad,
100-78, Saturday night at
D'Angola Gymnasium.
Monmouth College , defending
District No. 31 champs, had a

By RANDY McCARTHY

Chi-Phi

(Continued from Page 7)

off for a personal foul , Bob
Giberna connected with Jack Hart
over the middle to the Phi 20.
Another Chi penalty , this one
nullifying a Tony Bruno TD, sent
the ball back to the Phi 36. Bob
Giberna then came right back
with a quick pass to Bruno who
carried it in for 6 more points.
The extra point was scored by
Lou Stanzione.

FULL AND
PART TIME JOBS
2.55 per hour after
short prob . period.
2.30 starting rate
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